A comprehensive guide to pitching stories

The Art of Pitching
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TOP TIP

Understanding the Demand
The first step of any pitching process
is to research what kind of content the
publications you intend to pitch publish.
Visit each media company’s website
and browse their stories, noting down
significant aspects of style, voice,
subject matter, angle and method of
communication.

1.

Don’t just consider which publications
your ideas would suit but also which sections of the publications. This will make
it easier for your to target your pitches
down the line.

Gathering Ideas
Now that you know what your editors want,
you can start looking for ideas.

the latest news in the subject matter and
location you want to write about. Stay
updated on what’s going on and get
inspiration from current events.

Aim for untold stories or new angles on
topics that have been reported on. Browse

Consider the publication you’re pitching
- will your idea appeal to their readers?

2.

Finding Editors
It is important that you find the contacts of the right
editors to pitch your ideas to rather than just relying
on generic news desk email addresses. This ensures
that your pitch gets straight to the decision maker.
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A lot of editors list their contacts on their social
media profiles, particularly on Twitter. You can also
check out the mastheads for each publication.

3.

The Pitch
Every good pitch rests on two key
elements: an eye-catching subject line
and a gripping first sentence.
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Your subject line should ideally be
between 30 and 40 characters long.
Include “URGENT” if the pitch is time
sensitive. Use emotive language.
4.

Your first sentence should either
summarise your pitch or introduce it in
a way that’s so intriguing it makes your
editor keen to read on.
It can be interesting to start with a question,
or even quoted speech.

5.

Next, summarise your general idea in
one paragraph and move on to one or
two quick sentences explaining what the
story you are offering them would look
like. “I want to offer you a story that delves
into xyz...”

Now you need to indicate how you would
write it, again in one paragraph.
This includes who you would talk to,
how you would weave these interviews
together, would you need to go out into
the field or can you do it from your laptop,
etc.

6.
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See if you can get the whole pitch into
just four paragraphs. The shorter the
better but never at the cost of quality!

Close with a line or two about who you are
- something simple like “I am a journalist
specialising in culture and development
in South Australia...”
Include a link to your portfolio or a few
attached samples / links as examples of
your past work.

Sending & Following Up
Try to send your pitches just before the start of business
in your editor’s timezone so that the email arrives
when they open their emails for the day. Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday are better than at the end
of the week.
Follow up a week later if needed and if you still don’t
hear back, that generally means that you should pitch
elsewhere.

7.

At the end of the day, while pitching
can be a challenging experience, it is an
essential and potentially inspiring piece
of the freelance journalist toolkit. The
more you practice and the better you
become at crafting the perfect pitch, the
more responses you should receive.
8.

It is important to remember that your
ideas and time are precious. Work hard
but don’t give too much for too little.
Research what the average word rate is for
stories like yours. Plan your space to give
yourself the best working environment
possible. Most of all, enjoy!
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